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Usage of Google Docs for Individual and Group Projects 
By Allison Kowalski 

Summary 
In this collaborative project, I worked with two librarians. Students (6th-grade social studies) 
learned about Google Docs when they had to complete a research project. Students used 
Google Docs to write their papers and record sources and citations. Another group of students 
(10th-grade science) used Google Docs to write a group research paper about global warming. A 
lesson introducing students to Google Docs and how to use it was given to the student groups.  

Needs Assessment 
After observing students and consulting with librarians, there was a high need for Google Docs 
in K-12 classrooms and school media centers for students. Students needed methods to 
collaborate with peers to write papers or conduct research, as well as complete independent 
projects. Next, there was a need to help students organization into one location for multiple 
classes and group projects; flash drives used to be in high demand, but some students did not 
have access to these devices, or they accidently lost them. Also, if students saved data on the 
school’s hard drive, this information could only be accessed on school computers, not on home 
computers. To complete assignments, students needed access to their work anytime, 
anywhere.  

An additional need was to find a substitute to traditional pen-and-paper methods for 
assignments and projects. Administrators wanted to incorporate some Web 2.0 technologies 
into the classroom and student learning. Google Docs is similar to Microsoft Word. But, since it 
is available online, and it made it more accessible and usable for students. Teachers wanted a 
way to monitor and provide feedback to students’ assignments instantly.  

Incorporation of Google Docs solved current obstacles and problems without need for any 
expense. There was also little training needed. When I consulted the librarians, I was able to 
determine a need that was lacking in both schools. Incorporating Google Docs into classroom 
and library lessons would help students easily collaborate and store data that could be accessed 
from home or school.  
 

Goals & Learning Objectives 
There were two specific goals for this project. They included to: 
 

• Teach a Web 2.0 technology that will both enable students to collaborate with other 
students and complete independent school work  

• Make students aware of a data-storing tool that can be accessed from home and at 
school 
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There were some learning objectives for this project. Students would: 
 

• Understand the difference between Microsoft Office and Google Docs 
• Create a Gmail account and set up a Google Doc 
• Know what type of projects or assignments can be used with Google Docs 
• Learn how to collaborate with peers and work independently using Google Docs 

Target Audience 
There were two target audiences for this project: sixth-grade students at Solvay Middle School, 
and tenth-grade students at West Genesee High School. Both audiences were of low, middle 
and high reading, writing and technology levels. Most students have never used Google Docs 
before; instead they used flash drives, or saved files on school computers. Each class size was 
around 15-20 students, with about half girls, half boys. 

Technologies Used to Complete This Project 
Google Docs Google’s free web-based word processor, 

spreadsheet and presentation application. 
Users can easily share documents and 
collaboratively work on them in real-time. 
Students were introduced to this tool to use 
for classroom assignments or projects 

Microsoft Office This was used to show students the difference 
between Google Docs and Microsoft Office 
Products 

Computer Needed to access the Internet and Google 
Docs 

Internet Needed to access Google Docs 
Handout To show students how to use Google Docs, 

and how to sign up for an account 

Challenges Faced 
There were not too many challenges that I faced with this project. Now that I know what they 
are, it will be easier to mitigate the challenges for future lessons. Two challenges that arouse 
were browser issues and access to a Gmail account.  
 
Google Docs works best in Google Chrome. However, most students were comfortable with 
other browsers; they mostly used Internet Explorer of Mozilla Firefox. These two browsers do 
not support Google Docs well. Edits take long to upload, and it takes time to update what 
students typed in the documents. Since Google Docs and Google Chrome are both supported 
programs created by Google, Google Docs is most compatible in that browser.  
 
Creating Gmail accounts was another challenge. To use Google Docs, users must have a Gmail 
account. Without this, students would not be able to write papers or collaborate with one 
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another. Some students had Gmail accounts, while others had Yahoo!. Students who did not 
have Gmail accounts needed to create another account and password for Gmail. It took some 
time to determine who did and did not have Gmail accounts; other students had to wait on 
those students who needed to create accounts. Next time, the librarian and teacher will ensure 
that all students have a Gmail account established before lessons and projects begin. 
 
These two challenges were not a significant setback to introduce Google Docs to students. The 
next time this lesson is taught, these two challenges will be kept in mind. I will make sure 
students begin with Google Chrome and already have a Gmail account to save time.   

Results 
Overall, I was pleased with the progress of implementing Google Docs lessons this past 
semester. Students, my librarians and teachers were positively responsive to learning the new 
tool, and I will continue to use it for different projects.  
 
The acceptance of the project went well. I was happy that the librarians were open to explore a 
different Web 2.0 tool. Most had used Microsoft Office for presentations, documents and excel 
spreadsheets. They were interested to learn how Google Docs could meet students’ needs in 
the library and classroom. Another aspect that went well was how fast students were able to 
understand the new technology. With the help from an introduction, lesson and handout, few 
students had questions. Students understood that Google Docs would be more useful for group 
projects or presentations and independent work.  
 
There are a few things I would have done differently. I would have ensured that all students 
had a Gmail account set up prior to the lesson. Though this did not take much time to 
complete, some students had to wait for others to create accounts. Having the accounts 
established before the lesson would have made the learning process a bit smoother. Also, I 
would have explained to use Google Chrome from the beginning. I would have told students 
this browser is the best to use with Google Docs, and it would give them the quickest and best 
results for projects, papers or research.  
 
When I started to formulate ideas for this project, I had no idea what Web 2.0 technology I 
would use. I wanted something that would match AASL standards, but meet the needs of 
students. I also wanted something that was simple to use, free and help educators. After 
looking at all these details, I decided on Google Docs. 
 
Also, Google Docs meets the following AASL standards: 

 
• 1.1.9 Collaborate with others to broaden and deepen understanding 
• 2.1.2 Organize knowledge so it is useful 
• 2.1.6 Use the writing process, media and visual literacy and technology skills to create 

products that express new understandings 
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Next, my approach to collaboration and project implementation to assist educators was an 
effective learning experience. I learned that educators were open to hear some new ideas to 
use in the classroom. Instead of using Microsoft Office products, some were interested to use 
Google Docs since the tool would enhance learning and help teachers monitor students’ 
progress. Students could add teachers to share Google Docs. If there is a question or a teacher 
needs to provide feedback for an assignment or project, Google Docs would enable teachers to 
complete these tasks. Showing how Google Docs will make teachers’ processes easier was a 
huge selling point.  
 
To encourage students to use Google Docs, I emphasized how much simpler completing 
assignments and group projects would be. Students could work simultaneously on the same 
paper, and they could see each other’s edits. Also, students would no longer need flash drives. 
They will be able to complete projects at home, as long as there was Internet access.  
 
Overall, the experience with Google Docs this semester was a great learning experience. I was 
able to help meet a need in schools for teachers and students. I plan to take what I learned 
from this project to implement in future lessons in my own library after I graduate. After this 
experience, I have truly become an advocate of Google Docs, and I even use this tool to write 
my papers and complete group projects. It is easier to use than Microsoft products, and I can 
access my documents and presentations as long as I have access to the Internet.  
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